NEW

Next Generation Connector
SN® CONNECTOR

4x SN in 1 Transceiver

• Designed for OSFP/QSFP-DD Break out application
• Proven 1.25mm Ferrule technology
• in OSFP/QSFP-DD footprint
• IEC random mating Grade B

www.senko.com/sn
SN Connector 1.6mm boot

SN BTW1 Connector *

SN BTW2 Connector **

SN SC DX Footprint Adapter - 4ch. (8F) *

SN SC SX Footprint Adapter - 2ch. (4F) *

SN SC Footprint Adapter - 3ch. (6F) **

SN Adapter 1ch. (2F) *

SN Adapter 4ch. (8F) *

* BTW1 ** BTW2 (Behind the wall)